
INTRODUCTION

CV-CC211H Series, side-view camera which is integrated with high sensitivity sensor modules, a 
high pixel & wide-angle lens plus IR LED for a long distance of clear images shot especially in the 
low light condition, the vibration-proof design effectively absorbs shocks when driving on the 
bumpy road, and the mobilizable rotate brackets is suitable for users to install and apply onto 
different truck models such as heavy-duty trucks, logistics or vans.

MAIN FEATURES

‧Integrate with high sensitivity sensor module

‧Adopted 3M pixels optical lens, video record in clear images, picture quality enhancement

‧IR distance can reach up to 7M, allow more light to hit sensor and decrease the noise

‧Low light sensitivity of 0.1 Lux able to capture the majority of visible light

‧Whole die casting design with fast heat dissipation
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CARAVISION SET TO LAUNCH ADJUSTABLE SIDEVIEW CAMERA

❖ Adopted 75 degree angle lens and able to see the blind spot area to prevent any impending collision
❖ Three-axis angle adjustment,according to the different car models and convenient to install at any position
❖ IP68 / IP69K water proof camera, durable mechanical body protects from infiltration and dust prevention

SIDEVIEW SURVEILLANCE CAMERA
FOR COMMERCIAL VEHICLES



‧Three way rotate designed bracket, according to the different car models and convenient to install at any position

‧IP68 / IP69K standard waterproof & dust-proof level

‧Rubber cover to prevent water leakage in the rain

SPECIFICATION

H 50.5mm

D 83mm

Ø46.9mm

15%
Light passes

F2.0 large aperture

98%
Transmittance

Multi-layer lens

75°
Without distortion

Wide-angle field

‧Help provide drive safe precisely from side views

‧Our persistence in quality and service is recognized, we passed the ISO/TS 16949 certification
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FOV 75°

Parallel
rotation

Vertical rotation

Lens rotation

With more than 30 years of video technology support from our parent company HI-SHARP in the security and 

surveillance field, Caravision focuses on the research and development of in-vehicle security and surveillance 

equipment, with a full range of products developed and manufactured in Taiwan.

Our products for large commercial vehicles is particularly impressive, and Caravision has flexibly constructed a line 

of automotive video products, providing various AI intelligent video identification technology, advanced driver 

assistance system ( ADAS ), driving vision assistance system integration and fleet management services.

For more information and product details, please visit www.caravis ion.com.tw

334012 No.673, Changxing Rd., Bade Dist., Taoyuan City, Taiwan ( R.O.C.)
TEL. +886-3-365-1895
FAX. +886-3-365-8119
sales@caravision.com.tw
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